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Abstract 

A supersymmetric extension of the color Calogero-Sutherland model is considered based on the Yangian Y( gl( njm) ). 
The algebraic structure of the model is discussed in some detail. We show that the commuting conserved quantities can 
be generated from the super-quantum determinant, thus establishing the integrability of the model. In addition, the rational 
limit of the model is studied where the Yangian symmetry degenerates into a super loop algebra. 

1. Introduction 

The Calogero-Sutherland model and its gt(n) ex- 
tension [ 1 ] (collectively called CS model here) are 
integrable models based on a different kind of mech- 
anism for their integrability. Unlike integrable models 
with short range interactions, the CS model’s Hamil- 
tonian and the full set of commuting conserved quan- 
tities cannot be obtained from the trace of the T-matrix 
that gives the generators of the quantum algebra. This 
is because the CS model has a Yangian symmetry [ 2 ] 
even with finite number of particles and the trace of 
the T-matrix does not commute with the Yangian alge- 
bra generators. Instead it turns out that the generating 
function for the commuting conserved quantities is the 
quantum determinant [ 31. Obvious as it may seems, 
this is not true however for the case of the Haldane- 
Shastry (HS) spin chain [ 41, which is an integrable 
spin chain with long range interaction and a Yangian 
symmetry. ‘Ihe quantum determinant in this case is 
proportional to the identity operator. So far it is not 

clear what the generating function for the commuting 

conserved quantities of the HS spin chain should be, 
other than using the approach of [ 51. 

Restricting ourselves to the CS model, the alge- 
braic structure of the model can be summarized as fol- 
lows [ 3,6] : The model constitutes an N-body quantum 
mechanical system; the particles are described by their 
positions Xj, j = 1,. . . , N and their n-color degrees of 
freedom labeled by Uj. The configuration space fur- 
nishes a representation for the Yangian Y (gf (n) ); one 
starts with N copies of the fundamental representation 
of g1( n) built from the color indices of the particles, 
which can be taken to be the set of matrix unit Xyh; 
a,b = 1,. . . , n. Then construct the Yangian genera- 
tors Ttb, Tfb using this representation of gl( n) and the 
variables rj as follows: 

(1.1) 
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(1.2) 

where $jk is some C number function that depends 
Only On Xj - Xk ( # 0), and Pjk iS an OperatOr that 
exchanges the color degrees of freedom of particles 
j, k. It has the expression 

Pjk = 2 XyhXt 
a.b=I 

in terms of the matrix unit. 
Requiring that To “‘, TFb satisfy the Yangian relations 

encoded in the following equation: 

Roo~(u - u)fi(u)To/(c~) 

= To~(~)fi(u)Ro,~(u - u) 

where 

(1.3) 

Root (u> = ul + AP,,~ ( 1.4) 

with o, o’ denoting the two n-dimensional auxiliary 
spaces, and 

(similarly for Tot (u),) one deduces that 8jk has to 
satisfy the relation 

8jkejn + 8jkenk - djndnk = ejk ; j # k # n # j 

8jk + 6kj = 1 ; j#k (1.6) 

The rest of the Yangian generators 7’$‘, s > 1 can 
be generated from To Oh, Tf’ using the defining relation 
( 1.3)) one can then compute the quantum determinant 
defined as 

q&T(u) = ~(_l)sign(rr)T’,r(‘)(u)T2~~(2)(u +A) 

OES, 

x . ..Tnvr(‘++ (n- l)A) (1.7) 

The quantum determinant generates the center of the 
Yangian algebra and expanding it as formal power 
series in u-’ as 

qdetT(u) = 1 + u-IQ0 + u-*Q, + u--?Q2 +. . . 
(1.8) 

the operators Qj’s commute with the Yangian gener- 
ators and therefore among themselves. Moreover, the 
Hamiltonian 

H = 5 ajk$ + 
A(A - Pjk) 

(1.9) 
j,k=l J Sill*(Xj - Xk) 

can be obtained from Q2. So the rest of the operators 
Qj’s are conserved quantities. In particular, Qa and 
Qi contain the particle number operator (which is N 
here) and the total momentum operator. 

The aim of this paper is to show that one can ex- 
tend the g/(n) color CS model to the gl(nlm) case, 
i.e. the particles now carry color indices which form 
a representation of the gl (nlm) graded Lie algebra. 
The model in the simplest case where n = m = 1 and 
in the ‘rational limit’ (see later) is the model stud- 
ied in [ 71 under the name supersymmetric CS model 
without the harmonic potential, for this reason we also 
call this gf (nlm) extension the supersymmetric CS 
model even though in this case the Hamiltonian can 
not be written as a commutator of some supersymmet- 
ric charges Q, Qt with the property (Q(t))* = 0. In 
general, the supersymmetric CS model has a Yangian 
symmetry Y(g1 (nlm)), which is the Yangian defor- 
mation of the universal enveloping algebra of the su- 
per (graded) Lie algebra g1( nlm) , and algebraic struc- 
ture described above still prevails in this extension. 
We give an explicit construction of the representation 
of the supersymmetric Yangian generators based on 
this model and show that the Hamiltonian has exactly 
the same form as that of the CS model, except that 
the exchange operator now is built out of fundamental 
representation of the gl(nlm) generator which has the 
property that when exchanging two fermionic colors 
an additional factor (-1) is produced. The generator 
of the commuting conserved quantities in this case is 
the supersymmetric generalization of the quantum de- 
terminant. 

The construction of the SUSY CS model is given in 
detail in Section 3 after an elementary reminder of the 
Yangian Y( gl( nlm) ) in Section 2. We then consider in 
Section 4 various limiting cases of the model, which 
include the rational limit where the Yangian symmetry 
degenerates into the loop algebra symmetry. Section 
5 contains a discussion and the conclusion. 
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2. The supersymmetric Yangian exchanges the basis vectors Uj, vk of the j, k space as 

pjkU; @ ut = (- 1 )P(@P(b),; @ vf (2.7) 

and satisfies the relations 

Consider the graded Lie algebra gl(n(m) defined 
by the set of generators cub, a, b = 1, + . . , n + m that 
satisfy the following relation: 

[ecrb , ecd } = &.ead 

_ (_l)(/J(u)+p(b))(p(c)+/~(d))~~~ecb 

where p(a) is the Z2 grading defined as 

(2.1) 

Pij = Pji, Pij Pij = 1 , Pij Pjk = Pik Pij (2.8) 

Hence it furnishes a representation for the symmetric 

group SN 

P(U) = 1 
1 

0 a=l,...,n 
a=n+l,...,n+m 

and [ , } is the graded Lie bracket. 
Let V be an n + m dimensional Z2 graded vector 

space and {vu, a = 1, . . . , n + m} be a homogeneous 
basis whose grading is given as above. The matrix unit 
Xab defined as 

Using this supersymmetric representation for the 
symmetric group it is straight forward to construct 
the Yangian deformation of Y (gl( n jm) ) . The R,r (u) 
matrix acting on Vc, @ V(,! has the same expression as 
( 1.4), except that the exchange operator PO{,! has a 
representation given in (2.6) with j, k replaced by o, o’ 
that denote the auxiliary spaces, respectively. Similarly 
let {TFb, s > 0, a, b = 1, . . ., n + m} be the Yangian 
Y (g1( n(m) ) generators and define the T-matrix as 

xablJc = 8~VU (2.2) 

furnishes a vector representation p for gl (nlm) as fol- 
lows: 

T,(u) = 2 x~(-l)“(+Jb(U) (2.9) 
a.b=l 

where 

p(P) = XUb (2.3) 

[xab , xcd } _ XubXcd 

- C-1) 
(p(a)+p(b))(p(c)+/~(d))xcdxab 

(2.4) 

where the second line defines the graded bracket. 

P(u) z l&h( -1 )P(U) + A c 0-‘r;h (2.10) 
.S>O 

The Yangian relation is then encoded in ( 1.3). This 
defining relation written in terms of T,“’ is given by 

In the sequel, we shall refer to the vector v” with 
grading p(a) = 0( 1) as the bosonic- (fermionic-) 
color state, and the term supersymmetric arises from 
the fact that element eb“ with p(a) # p (6) changes 
the nature of the color state from bosonic to fermionic 
or vice versa. 

One can construct from these matrix units a repre- 
sentation of the symmetric group SN. For this purpose, 
consider N copies of the matrix unit XTb, j = 1,. . , N 

that act on the graded vector space V, @. . . @ VN where 

the subscript j corresponds to the space vj z V in the 
tensor product. With the relation 

[T:*7;$,}-[7;% J?> 

= A(-1) (/~(b)/~(d)+/~~c)/~(b)+/~(c)p(d)) 

x (T,pp - pT,y ) (2.11) 

for s,p 1 -1 where Tit’; = A-‘&, and the graded 
bracket here has the same definition as that in (2.4). 

The center of the Yangian algebra can likewise be 
expressed in a supersymmetric generalized quantum 
determinant [ 81. However, for our purpose we employ 
an alternative expression for the generator of the center 
elements. Define the i;f” operators by the following 
condition [ 81: 

x;bx;d = (-1) (yilr)+p(bl)(/~(~)+/~r(d))x~~x~b 
(2.5) 

one can show that the operator defined as 

c (-l)“(h’Toh(U)j;bc(11) = (-l)“‘“‘&, (2.12) 
h 

where ph( u) is defined in terms of T:” as in (2.10). 
This gives, for example, the first few modes of Fbc( u) 

Pjk = C (- 1 )p(b)X~b$ (2.6) 
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-‘12X(-1) /df)+,ddT;fTofT; (2.13) 

.fsR 

The generator 2 (u) of the center is then given by 

c (-l)P’b)Tub(~ + (n - m)A) 
ah 

x i’ba<u)/(n - m) ; n+m 

Z(u) = 
1 + C(-l)P’b’ 

a,b 

x f(Tub(~))i;bu(~) ; n=m 

(2.14) 

Expanding Z(u) in power series of u-’ , we get 

Z(U) = 1+ AU-2& + 2AU-‘Z, + ~Au-~Z~ 

+ . . . (2.15) 

where 

Zo = Qo 

ZI =Ql +i(n--m)AQo 

Z2 = Q2 + (n - m)AQ, + f(n - m)2A2Qo 

with 

Q, = CT? - ~A~(-l)P(b)~;b~,b 
a ah 

Q2 = CT? - A~(-l)p’b’T;bT~ 

+ ;A'c(l, 
(/db)+/WT;bTgbc~ 

cr,b,c 

- iA(n - m) c( -l)P(b)~;b~,bU 
a.b 

(2.16) 

which are the first few central elements of interest to 
us. Notice that unlike the mode expansion of the quan- 
tum determinant, here the coefficient of u-i vanishes. 

It is clear that the special case n = O(m = 0) corre- 
sponds to the Yangian Y (g1( n) ) with deformation pa- 
rameter A( -A). From (2.11) we see that interchang- 
ing the grading of the basis vector to 

P(U) = 
{ 

1 a=l,...,n 
0 a=n+l;..,n+m 

corresponds to changing A to -A. Physically this will 
correspond to interchanging the bosonic and fermionic 
color. 

In the next section we will study a particular re- 
alization of this supersymmetric Yangian which has 
physical interest. 

3. g&n/m) color Calogero-Sutherland model 

Consider a collection of N identical particles de- 
scribed by the set of coordinates {.xj} and carry color 
index a = 1, . . , n + m. By definition, the particles 
are called bosons (fermions) if the wavefunction is 
symmetric (anti-symmetric) under exchange of the 
particles (i.e. coordinates and color indices). As men- 
tioned in previous section, depending on the value 
of the color index, the color degrees of freedom can 
have a bosonic or fermionic character according to 
the corresponding Z2 grading, in order not to con- 
fuse this fermionic/bosonic nature of the color with 
fermionic/bosonic identity of the particle (as defined 
by the property of the wave function under exchange 
operation), we shall always refer to the former as 
fermionic/bosonic-color. For definiteness, restrict to 
the case of N identical bosons, the configuration 
space is given by Sym( VBN @C [ XI, . . . , xN] ) where 
C[x,;.. , xN ] denotes the set of complex functions 
in the variable {XI, . . . ,xN} and Sym the projection 
onto the subspace which is symmetric under simul- 
taneOUS exchange Of Xi, Xk and Vj, Vk for any j, k. 
Note that such restriction is justified as long as the 
the Hamiltonian is invariant under this operation. In 
general, for a mixture of fermions and bosons, one 
has to consider projection onto the subspace which 
corresponds to the Young tableau that describes the 
exchange properties of the collection of the particles. 

From the configuration space, one can construct 
a representation of the supersymmetric Yangian. To 
start, we define the action of Ttb and Tpb on this space 
as follows: 
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N 

Ttb = c Xj”” (3.1) 
j-l 

Tfb = 5 X;“L~~ (3.2) 
j,k-I 

where 

Ljk =6jk$, +A(1 -6jk)8jkPjk 
J 

is an operator that plays the role of one of the Lax pair 
element in [ 91, and Xyb, Pjk have been defined in the 
previous section, while the function djk E! O( Xj - xk) 

is yet to be determined. 
Next, we require that these 0,l modes of the T- 

matrix satisfy the Yangian relation (2.11). It is easy 
to check that (2.11) hold for s, p = - 1,O. For other 
values of s, p, the Yangian relation can be considered 
as a relation that generates higher mode of the T- 
matrix from the lower modes ones. Requiring that the 
T-matrix generated be consistent imposes conditions 
on the function ejk. Consider, for example, s = 1, p = 
0 in (2.11), we get 

[Tp” , T;‘“} = LiT,bc-(-1) (/~(a)+y(b))(P(c)+P(d))T~ 

+ A(-1) (cd+a(c+d)) @‘CT? _ TPT’) (3.3) 

substituting the representation of Ttb,Tfb into the 
above, we find that the function ejk satisfies exactly 
the same relations given in ( 1.6), the general solution 
is therefore given by 

Ojk = (1 _ .sJ-xk)-’ (3.4) 

where a is an arbitrary C number. In addition, the 
above also gives 

Tfh= 2 Xyh(L2)jk 

j.k=l 

(3.5) 

Similarly, we find 

N 

T;b = c Xj”h(~-))~ (3.6) 
j,k=l 

and one can check that ( 1.6) is the necessary condition 
for Tjlb to be generated consistently. In an alternative 
definition of the Yangian algebra [ 21 only (7’:“; s = 

0, 1,2,3} are needed. Hence, it suffices to check the 
above construction up to Ttb. 

It is no coincidence that the function ejk satisfies 
the same relation as that of the CS model. To see this, 
note that since the wavefunction is invariant under 
exchange of two particles, one can trade the colors 
exchange operator Pjk with the coordinates exchange 
operator Kjk and following the approach of [ 31 to 
show that 

Tab(u) = l&,, + 2 -$$ 
j-l J 

with 

(3.7) 

satisfies the Yangian defining relation. Furthermore, 
this also implies that 

Tfh=CXyb(LS)jk; ~20 

j,k 
(3.8) 

The same argument can also be applied to the case 
when all particles are fermions or even mixture of 
fermions and bosons. In which case the Pjk is replaced 
with fKjk depending on the bosonic/fermionic iden- 
tities of particles j, k, and the proof used in [ 31 still 
hold. 

With the representation for Tfb we can compute the 
central elements of the supersymmetric Yangian. The 
first few central elements in (2.16) become 

Qo = N (3.9) 

Qi =P-$AN(n-m) (3.10) 

Q2 = 2H - A(n - m)P - iAN(N - 1) 

+ iA2(n - m)2N (3.11) 

where P, H are the total momentum and Hamiltonian 
of the system of particles given by 

(3.12) 

H = 1 C (d,? + hpjkajojk + h28jkokj) 

j.k 

(3.13) 

So from this construction, it is clear that the rest 
of the central elements, which commute with H, are 
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conserved quantities of the model and they commute 
among themselves, so the model is integrable. Using 
(3.4), the Hamiltonian can be written explicitly 

(3.14) 

Notice indeed that the Hamiltonian is invariant un- 
der simultaneous permutation of particles’ coordinates 
and color indices, hence the justification of restrict- 
ing the Hilbert space to be the subspace of VaN @ 

C[Xl,..., xN ] which are irreducible module of the 
symmetric group SN. As T$ leave the Hilbert space 
invariant, the action of, say, TfbTpab on a totally sym- 
metric wavefunction (i.e. N identical Bosons case) 
to remain symmetric even though for p(a) # p(b) 
some of the color degrees of freedom will be changed 
from bosonic to fermionic or vice versa. On the other 
hand, if two bosonic particles j, k have fermionic col- 
ors in the above symmetric wavefunction, letting the 
quantum numbers of these two particles to be equal, 
we see that the wave function has to vanish. 

4. Special limits of the SUSY CS model 

First we study the rational limit of the model. This 
can be achieved by resealing A = ah’ and letting a ---f 
0. The function 6jk becomes ojk defined aS 

1 
Wjk = - 

xj - xk 
(4.1) 

while the Hamiltonian becomes 

H = i C (a: + A’PjkdjWjk + A”wjkukj) 
j.k 

(4.2) 

The ,!_jk Operator remains non-vanishing aS 

Ljk = 8jk& $ A’WjkPjk 
J 

(4.3) 

but the Yangian relation, under this resealing becomes 

[T$,T,;,}-[T$, ,T,b”}=O (4.4) 

with Tyt E 6&l. The above can be recasted into the 
more familiar form given by 

[Tn”’ , Tid} = S/xT;&, 

_ (_l)(P(a)+p(b))(/~(C)fP(d))~~~TnC:~~ (4.5) 

Hence the symmetry becomes the g1( nJm) loop alge- 
bra. The central elements are simply given by 

which for the case n = m, satisfy 

Q.v+,, = c’ {T,““+ T;} 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 
u.b 

where { , } . h is t e usual anti-commutator and C’ 
denotes summation restricted to color indices with 
p(a) = 0, p(b) = 1. These generators have grading 1 
and satisfy 

{T$7;fd} = 0, forp(a) =P(c) + p(b) =p(d) 

Therefore they can be regarded as supersymmetric 
charges. In particular, the Hamiltonian, which is sim- 
ply ;Q;?, is written as 

H = ix’ {T~~,T:U} 
u.b 

In this light, we can consider the Y(gl( nlm)) Yan- 
gian algebra as a deformation of the SUSY algebra 
given above. Only in the rational limit, the gl(nlm) 
CS model can have the supersymmetry. 

Restricting further to the case where the symme- 
try is the gl( 111) loop algebra, the model is the su- 
persymmetric CS model studied in [7] without the 
harmonic potential. To see this, consider N copies of 
Grassmanian variables and their conjugates { @j, 0,’ } , 
they satisfy the usual anti-commutation relations 

{~j,Hk}={6~,e~}=O, {f?j,el}=6jk (4.8) 

For a given j, the set {0j, s,‘} furnishes a two dimen- 
sional representation for the gl( 111) as 

x!’ = etc. 
J J J 

(4.9) 

The Tf” generator given by 

T;’ =cXy.b$ +~‘~wj~(Xj~oX~b(-l)~(u) 
j J j+k 

+ x;“xp”( -1 )‘)(h)) ) a # b (4.10) 
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can be simplified by noting that the last term can be 
combined into A’ojk (- 1 )p(‘)Xyb. Upon substituting 

the Grassmanian variables for X7’, we get 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

which coincide with the SUSY charges Qt, Q in [ 71. 
Another limit which is of interest is given by A -+ 

co, where the L-operator takes the simplified form 

Ljk = A9jkPjk 

Since T,“h - A”, the Yangian relation (1.3) actually 
does not depend on A and remains finite in this limit. 
Thus Tfb’s constructed with the above L-operator give 
a representation of the Yangian Y (gf ( rz m) ) . However, 
one can check that with this representation, the gen- 
erator of the central elements Z(u) is proportional to 
the identity operator, this can be easily seen in Qo, 
Qi , Q2 keeping only the most dominant terms. On the 
other hand, consider the expression for H in (3.13). 
It can be shown that the second term given by 

iA Cdj0j,Pj, 
j+k 

(4.13) 

continues to commute with the Yangian generators. 
One can then take the above as the Hamiltonian of a 
spin system, where spins here refer to the elements 
of the vector module V@“” of gl(nlm) and the spins 
are fixed at equilibrium positions of the CS particles. 
This is therefore a supersymmetric extension of the 
Haldane-Shastry spin chain. The motivation for ignor- 
ing the most dominant term in H is that it is an unim- 
portant constant, it is not clear whether one can also 
obtain other commuting conserved quantities from 
central elements of the origin Yangian Y(gl(nlm)) 
following the above procedure. Nonetheless, one can 
employ the approach used in [5] to construct other 
commuting conserved quantities and show that this 
spin system is integrable. 

On the other hand, it is well-known [3] that the 
SL/(2) Haldane-Shastry model corresponds to CS 
model without color for a special value of A. In our 

case, we expect a similar correspondence appears so 
that gf( 1) 1) CS model may be related to the spin 
chain model with g1( 112) color. Furthermore, it is 
likely that one may find a relevance of this spin 
chain model with the supersymmetric t - J model 
considered in [ Ill. 

5. Conclusion 

The present paper gives a unified treatment for the 
color g1( nlm) Calogero-Sutherland models. We prove 
that the family of models is integrable with the Yan- 
gian Y(gl(nlm)) as the underlying symmetry. This 
family of the models include the well studied g1( n) ex- 
tension of CS model. In the rational limit, we demon- 
strate how the supersymmetry charges arise based on 
the g1( nl m) loop algebra. 

The work is a modest effort in trying to under- 
stand the underlying algebraic structure of the inte- 
grable long range interacting models. By identifying 
the common feature, one may hope to extend the con- 
struction to models related to other Lie algebra as in 
the case of integrable nearest-neighbor interacting spin 
systems. In fact there are more general CS type mod- 
els associated with all root systems of the simple Lie 
algebra [ lo], it would be interesting to identify the 
symmetry of these models. 

One can also relate the long range nonrelativistic 
model to the factorizable scattering theory without 
implementing the crossing symmetry [ 121. Here, 
we claim that the supersymmetric factorizable S- 
matrix [ 131 in the nonrelativistic limit can be obtained 
from the two-particle wave functions of the supersym- 
metric CS model with 1 / sinh2 (x) potential [ 141. 
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